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Solution Overview

The Windows Server 2016 release offers a number of advantages over previous versions in terms of
performance and scalability. New servers or clusters, however, should be deployed in a methodical way to
ensure the greatest reliability and successful installation.

This guide addresses deployment considerations for the creation of standalone servers and failover clusters
running Windows Server 2016 on HPE Nimble Storage arrays from Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE). It
provides a number of examples of configuration changes using a Windows PowerShell script. The guide
walks you through the steps to satisfy the prerequisite checks and the process to install and validate the
configuration.

When to Deploy a Standalone Server Running Windows Server 2016

In many cases, a server is required to host a specific application that has a built-in high-availability solution.
The following examples illustrate physical server scenarios that do not need any form of clustering to offer a
highly available application:

• Servers running Microsoft Active Directory Domain Services (multiple Active Directory servers)
• Individual web servers situated behind a load balancer
• DHCP or DNS servers configured properly (with multiple scopes and primary and secondary zones)

Another scenario in which a Windows Server 2016 host might be better deployed as a standalone server is
when the server is deployed as a virtual machine (VM), and the hypervisor that runs that VM takes care of
the high-availability features through a mechanism such as Hyper-V Replica.

When to Deploy a Windows Failover Cluster Running Windows Server 2016

Some applications can be configured to gain redundancy from a Windows failover cluster. The main benefit
afforded by the cluster is that the production dataset can be released automatically and reassigned to the
partner server in the event of a failure of either the primary physical server or the OS on that primary server.
In such cases, the application on the redundant node of the cluster can connect to the dataset and continue
operations.
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Selection Criteria for Physical versus Virtual File Server
Nodes

Many factors help determine whether a file server service should be run on physical hardware or as a VM
(or a set of VMs). A number of complicating factors might guide (or force) the decision to use physical servers
instead of VMs. Certain factors might also favor the use of VMs to host the file servers that make up the file
server service.

Network Hardware Transparency

Some NIC offloaded operations do not translate to VMs as they do to physical machines. The most prominent
example of this difference is RMDA networks, which enable both client and server to greatly accelerate
communication by avoiding the entire network stack. The benefits of RDMA are apparent in two common
uses:

• Between an SMB consumer such as a Hyper-V cluster with many VMs, or in the case of a number of
high-performance applications such as SQL Server. In this case, the need for RDMA is likely tied only to
a Scale-Out File Server (SOFS) instead of to a standard Windows file services installation.

• For redirecting I/O operations when Cluster Shared Volumes (CSVs) are used, which is again far more
common for SOFS.

For a physical server, the common practice is to control the network VLAN membership and teaming aspects
and to maintain all of the QoS settings from the cluster. Windows can natively recognize converged enhanced
Ethernet networks and settings. The added layer of abstraction between the physical server and the virtual
server interferes with Windows' ability to self-tune and self-manage. This limitation is of concern only if you
intend to use these tuning features (many more of which are available in SOFS) and if the need for the
portability of the VM does not outstrip this need.

VM Protection

If you run a clustered file service or an SOFS on VMs, you cannot follow the common practice of backing up
and restoring a VM because it would corrupt the internal cluster database. Each node of the cluster
communicates its status to other nodes, and if each VM were backed up at a unique time, the status of each
node would differ. The act of restoring a node to a state that disagreed with that of the other nodes would
corrupt the cluster database, and the restored node would have to be evicted and rejoined to clear up the
problem.

Deploying a Windows Failover Cluster as VMware VMs

Deploying a service inside a VM offers a number of ways to protect the service, such as taking snapshots of
the VM that you can roll back to, or being able to launch the VM on another host automatically if the hosting
server fails. These methods of protection are in some ways similar to what the Windows Failover Clustering
(WFC) feature offers, but they do not cover the specific scenarios described in the following sections.

A number of applications are WFC aware, and they may offer transaction guarantees that cannot be obtained
by using only VM protections.

After WFC shared disks are used, vMotion is no longer supported. In addition, VMware anti-affinity rules must
be configured to ensure that multiple nodes of the cluster are not hosted on the same physical server.

The shared disks for use in the cluster may be hosted on VMware RDMs but are not supported on vVols.

For more information about deploying a Windows failover cluster in a VMware environment, see Guidelines
for Microsoft Clustering on vSphere.
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Deploying a Windows Failover Cluster as Hyper-V VMs

There are a number of ways to deploy WFC nodes as VMs using Hyper-V. The shared disk between the
failover cluster nodes can be hosted by using in-guest virtual Fibre Channel (vFC) or in-guest iSCSI, both of
which allow an HPE Nimble Storage volume to be assigned to each cluster node directly.

Alternatively, if the guest WFC nodes are hosted on a Hyper-V WFC cluster, and that physical cluster uses
CSVs, then the guest WFC nodes can be connected to a shared VHDx (sVHDx) that is hosted on that CSV.

After the VMs are created, anti-affinity settings must be engaged to prevent two VM WFC nodes from being
hosted on the same physical server.

For more information about deploying a Windows failover cluster in Hyper-V, see Using Guest Clustering for
High Availability.

Determining How Many NICs Are Needed
When you deploy a highly available Windows file service, you must consider and plan for different types of
network traffic. You should design your network configuration with the following goals in mind:

• Providing client network and storage network redundancy
• Isolating traffic to defined networks when needed
• Ensuring network QoS

Windows Server 2016 supports the concept of converged networking, in which different types of network
traffic share the same Ethernet network infrastructure. In previous versions of Windows Server, the typical
recommendation for a failover cluster was to dedicate separate physical network adapters to different traffic
types. Improvements in Windows Server 2016, such as Hyper-V, QoS, and the ability to add virtual network
adapters to the management OS, enable you to consolidate the network traffic on fewer physical adapters.
Combined with traffic-isolation methods such as VLANs, these features make it possible to isolate and control
the network traffic.

How Different Network Types Are Used

If you deploy a file service as a single file server, as a clustered file server, or as an SOFS, you must configure
a collection of networks to maintain both high availability and uninterrupted management control even when
client traffic is fully consuming the client network adapters.

Table 1: NIC requirements

RequirementsNetwork Type

2 x NICs per nodeClient access

2 x iSCSI NICs or 2 x FC HBAs per nodeStorage access

1 x NIC per nodeManagement

1 x NIC per nodeCluster

2 x NICs per nodeCSV

Client Access Network

For clients to access data, they must make requests and have data sent back to them through the client
access networks. These networks are generally less secure because they are more exposed and accessible.
They might be subject to network flooding, which could affect performance or throughput of traffic. For this
reason, HPE recommends that you explicitly open up this network to clients and do not use it for cluster traffic,
live migration, or any other use.
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To configure the network to be open to clients, navigate to Failover Cluster Manager, right-click the network,
select Properties, and then select Allow cluster network communication on this network. Also select the
checkbox Allow clients to connect through this network.

Storage Access Network

If your cluster uses iSCSI or FCoE for the cluster’s shared storage, this traffic goes through an Ethernet
network that is identified by the cluster as a cluster network. To avoid affecting storage I/O performance with
iSCSI or FCoE, HPE recommends that you provide a dedicated network for storage traffic so that other
network traffic does not interfere with the data traffic. HPE also recommends that you do not use the storage
network for client access, cluster traffic, live migration, or any other use.

To configure the network to reject other uses, navigate to the Failover Cluster Manager, right-click the network,
select Properties, and then select Do not allow cluster network communication on this network.

Management Network

A management network provides connectivity between the OS of the physical host and the infrastructure
(Active Directory Domain Services, DNS, and Windows Server Update Services). If needed, it can also be
used to manage a Hyper-V VM.

The management network must have connectivity with all of the required infrastructure and with all of the
infrastructure from which you want to manage the server. This network can coexist with other networks that
use VLAN separation as long as QoS is set so that a minimum amount of bandwidth is always available to
directly manage the hardware platform. Traffic on this network is minimal, yet vital.

Cluster Network

The cluster network is needed only if a failover cluster or an SOFS is used. The failover cluster monitors and
communicates the cluster state among all members of the cluster. This communication is very important for
maintaining cluster health. If a cluster node does not communicate a regular health check (known as the
cluster heartbeat), the cluster considers the node as down and removes the node from cluster membership.
The cluster then transfers the workload to another cluster node.

The cluster network can coexist with other networks when you use VLAN separation as long as you set QoS
to assure that a minimum amount of bandwidth is always available to directly manage the hardware platform.
Traffic on this network is minimal, yet vital.

CSV Network

The CSV network is needed only if CSVs are needed. Internode cluster communication also includes traffic
that is associated with CSVs. For a CSV, in which all nodes of a cluster can access shared block-level storage
simultaneously, the nodes in the cluster must communicate to orchestrate storage-related activities. Also, if
a cluster node loses its direct connection to the underlying CSV storage, the CSV resiliency features redirect
the storage I/O over the network to another cluster node that can access the storage.

The CSV network is vital to maintaining the performance of the cluster when CSVs are used, and it can
consume significant bandwidth. As the size of a cluster grows, the bandwidth requirements for the CSV
network increase, so proper planning can prevent outgrowing the CSV network when the need arises to
enlarge the cluster. Because both ends of the communication channel are within the cluster and because the
CSV networks are heavily used, the benefits of using RDMA between nodes can be significant.

NIC Requirements for a Windows Failover Cluster
HPE highly recommends that you deploy even the simplest SOFS cluster infrastructure as a three-node
cluster to eliminate outages caused by the failure of a physical server during a patch or a maintenance window.
This recommendation does not mean, however, that a two-node or even a one-node cluster is not supported.
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Recommendations for SOFS Without NFS Support

In this scenario, although the recommended design is to configure a three-node Windows SOFS cluster, the
design can be expanded to eight nodes. Each network must be on a different subnet, and all networks must
be protected from each other by VLANs or by physical isolation.

Table 2: Network requirements

RequirementsNetwork Type

2 x 10 Gbps EthernetClient access

2 x 10 Gbps Ethernet | 2 x 16 Gbps FCStorage access

2 x 10 Gbps EthernetCSV network

1 x 1 Gbps EthernetManagement + cluster heartbeat

Note In the nonclustered design, the management network is used only to manage the node and the storage.
In the clustered design, the management network also acts as a communication path between the nodes of
the cluster to transmit and receive heartbeat signals. This network does not need to be redundant because
the cluster can use the client access network as a backup communication path if a physical server loses
communication with this dedicated management network.

CSV Network Considerations

The CSV network must be both low latency and high performance because internode communication can
directly affect the performance of the cluster. All metadata operations related to file ownership and access
control are communicated through this CSV network. HPE highly recommends that you make this a private
nonrouted network.

iSCSI Considerations

Although it is theoretically possible to host the two ports for client access and the two ports for storage access
on a single physical switch and use VLAN separation to keep the networks apart, doing so limits high availability
during a physical switch failure. At the very least, you should use a set of two Ethernet switches. Each of the
client access networks should be split across the two switches, just as each of the iSCSI networks and the
CSV networks should be separated across the two physical switches.

It is also possible to house the iSCSI network and the client access network on the same 10 Gbps Ethernet
physical host port; however, doing so significantly limits the performance of the whole solution.

FC Considerations

The use of native FC switches automatically enforces the separation of client access networks from storage
access networks. This separation does not remove the need to maintain redundant client and storage access
networks.

FCoE Considerations

Although the HPE Nimble Storage device is not an FCoE target device, it can be connected to a native FC
port on an FCoE switch, and it can communicate with hosts that are connected through FCoE HBAs. If FCoE
is used, and the client access network coexists on the same physical HBA as the FCoE storage access
network, then QoS settings must be set on the FCoE switch to ensure that storage access (FCoE traffic) has
a performance guarantee (a floor) and has priority over client access (TCP/IP traffic).

RDMA Acceleration

If you decide to use RDMA network adapters in this solution, the highest benefit location to install them is the
CSV network, because the SMB internode communication can be significant. Another way in which the CVS
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network benefits is because the nodes of the cluster are likely to share the same sets of switches, which can
be assured to support RDMA. Both endpoints of the communication path are nodes and ports controlled by
the design, so you can ascertain that similar RDMA modes will be used (iWarp versus RoCI).

Another consideration for RDMA is to use it for clients that communicate through SMB; however, this
arrangement requires that each client also has an RDMA-capable adapter and that it is connected to relatively
close Ethernet switches that support RDMA. Neither the storage network nor the management network would
benefit from using RDMA adapters.

Extremely Low Cost or Extremely High Performance Solution

You can opt for a low-cost approach to a Windows failover cluster that requires as few resources as possible
with a minimum of connections. This solution retains dual NICs to support a modicum of protection from a
faulty network interface, but it collapses the networks by using the VLAN support that is inherent in the
Windows Server 2016 teaming feature. The back-end networks, however, must be split apart and protected
through VLANs, and this splitting is not possible if they share the same NIC teams with the virtual switch.

If you use 10 Gbps networks, take care to ensure that the QoS settings prevent the iSCSI and CSV networks
from accessing the HPE Nimble Storage target as well as other cluster nodes for intercluster communication.
You can do this by creating a minimum bandwidth (floor) for each of the desired networks.

Table 3: Bare network requirements

RequirementsNetwork Type

2 x 10 Gbps Ethernet | 2 x 40 Gbps EthernetClient access + CSV + iSCSI + management
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Configuring NICs in Windows

Before configuring the NICs, you must identify each of the required network adapters in the OS. Complexities
in the Windows plug-and-play architecture make it impossible to ascertain which physical NICs relate to which
network interfaces in Windows without first gathering the individual NIC MAC addresses. The first piece of
information required is the current list of network adapter names and their associated MAC addresses.

Figure 1: Example output showing the interface name and the interface description

You have several alternatives to inventory the NICs in the server and match up this information.

Gather MAC Addresses for System Board Embedded NICs

You can gather MAC addresses for the embedded network adapters from any of the following locations:

• The system BIOS
• The NIC option ROM screen
• The remote server management platform, such as HP iLO (Integrated Lights-Out)

You might find that your environment favors gathering them from one location over another.

Gather MAC Addresses from the System BIOS

If you physically reboot the server, and you have a keyboard, video, or mouse (KVM) connected to the system,
you can use the key combination provided by your manufacturer to enter the BIOS setup screen. This key
combination differs for different vendors.

Inside the system BIOS, navigate to the information about the MAC address.
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Figure 2: Example of lights-out access to MAC addresses on a system

Gather MAC Addresses from the NIC Option ROM Screen

Add-in NICs use an option ROM and enable a specific key sequence to be used to enter custom settings for
the NIC hardware during the boot process. This setup screen also displays the specific MAC addresses for
each port on that card.

Gather MAC Addresses from the Remote Server Management Platform

Many servers have a built-in remote management web server that can redirect the KVM, inventory the system,
control power, and redirect USB and DVDROM drives. However, this method of gathering MAC addresses
might work only for embedded NICs and not for add-in expansion cards.

Connect Each Port to a Known Switch Port

If all of the server's ports are connected to a switch, you can determine the MAC address by disabling each
NIC and then monitoring the switch to determine which switch port lost its connection. You can repeat this
process to determine the MAC address for each physical port on the server.

Use Vendor OS Applications

Many NICs on the market contain not only a proper driver, but also an application designed to manage the
various settings from inside the OS. These applications usually can match a specific MAC address to a specific
port on a particular card.
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Rename Devices to Match the Physical Server

If the network adapters have specific MAC addresses, you can rename them to reflect the role of the physical
ports of the server. Having a clear name makes subsequent steps far simpler. You should start by compiling
a list of the required networks, matching them to their purpose.

Table 4: NICs matched to roles

Required?RoleMAC AddressNetwork Name

YesProduction100-25-B5-AA-AA-9EEthernet

YesProduction200-25-B5-BB-BB-9EEthernet2

YesManagement100-25-B5-00-02-DFEthernet3

YesCSV100-25-B5-00-02-EFEthernet4

YesCSV200-25-B5-00-02-BFEthernet5

OptionaliSCSI100-25-B5-00-02-AFEthernet6

OptionaliSCSI200-25-B5-00-02-CFEthernet7

After you compile the list of networks, rename them to match their current purpose. The following commands
rename each of the networks listed in the table to match their purpose.

Get-NetAdapter -Physical | where {$_.macaddress -eq “00-25-B5-AA-AA-9E”} |
Rename-NetAdapter -NewName Production1

Get-NetAdapter -Physical | where {$_.macaddress -eq “00-25-B5-BB-BB-9E”} |
Rename-NetAdapter -NewName Production2

Get-NetAdapter -Physical | where {$_.macaddress -eq “00-25-B5-00-02-DF”} |
Rename-NetAdapter -NewName Management1

Get-NetAdapter -Physical | where {$_.macaddress -eq “00-25-B5-00-02-EF”} |
Rename-NetAdapter -NewName CSV1

Get-NetAdapter -Physical | where {$_.macaddress -eq “00-25-B5-00-02-BF”} |
Rename-NetAdapter -NewName CSV2

Get-NetAdapter -Physical | where {$_.macaddress -eq “00-25-B5-00-02-AF”} |
Rename-NetAdapter -NewName iSCSI1

Get-NetAdapter -Physical | where {$_.macaddress -eq “00-25-B5-00-02-CF”} |
Rename-NetAdapter -NewName iSCSI2

Deploying the Extremely Low Cost or Extremely High Performance SOFS: How to Combine NICs

If you use the low-cost approach when combining NICs, you should name each NIC after its location in the
server; for example, MotherBoardPort0 or PCISlot4Port1. You can apply this same procedure to support
high performance by using 40 Gbps NICs instead of 10 Gbps NICs.

After the naming is complete, use the commands shown in the following example to create all of the necessary
NICs. You must set each switch port to which the servers connect to support trunking because each of these
networks will be separated by VLANs, and the switch must accept packets tagged from multiple VLANs on
these individual ports. You should run the following commands for individual file servers, file server clusters,
and SOFSs that are not hosting NFS VMs.

New-LBFOTeam Team1 -TeamMember "MotherboardPort0"
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Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team1 -VlanID 100 -name "Production1"

Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team1 -VlanID 101 -name "iSCSI1"

Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team1 -VlanID 102 -name "Management1"

Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team1 -VlanID 103 -name "CSV1"

Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team1 -VlanID 0 -name "UntaggedFramesNic1"

New-LBFOTeam "Team2" -TeamMember "MotherboardPort1"

Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team1 -VlanID 200 -name "Production2"

Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team1 -VlanID 201 -name "iSCSI2"

Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team1 -VlanID 202 -name "Management2"

Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team2 -VlanID 203 -name "CSV2"

Add-NetLBFOTeamNIC -Team Team1 -VlanID 0 -name "UntaggedFramesNic2"

In the example, if a frame comes into the Windows host as untagged, it is routed to the new NIC. If you do
not expect untagged frames for security, you can disable the NIC.

Note Although the example code uses Microsoft teaming and load-balancing commands, actual teams are
not being created because the built-in functionality of SMB multichannel gives the solution all of the advantages
without the complexity of teamed NICs.

Modify the Binding Order of NICs
The binding order of the NICs determines which network is tried first for specific types of communication.
Although an incorrect binding order might not block network traffic, it might cause unneeded network
communication.

You should place each of the possible networks in the correct order. The following list illustrates the
recommended order of these network adapters:

1 CSV1 and CSV2
2 Management
3 Production1 and Production2
4 iSCSI1 and iSCSI2

It is much easier to modify the NIC binding order through the GUI than by using CLI commands. Follow these
steps to find the menu that enables you to set the order.

Procedure

1 Open the Windows Network Adapter Properties window.
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2 When this window is visible, press the Alt key to display an additional set of options on the toolbar.
3 From the set of options, select Advanced.

4 In the Adapters and Bindings tab of the Advanced Settings dialog box, use the arrows on the right side
to move networks up and down in the binding order list.
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Assign an IP Address to Each NIC
You must set the IP address on each node. The following procedure shows how to set the IP addresses on
each network adapter.

Procedure

1 Gather the proposed NIC information for the nodes.
2 Use that information to generate a table like the following one for the IP addresses that you will assign to

each of the nodes.

In the table, for convenience, the last octet of each IP address is 10 plus the node number. The third octet
of each address is 125 and 126 for each redundant network, which corresponds to the first and second
member of the redundancy network pair. The first octet of 10 is used to indicate that the network is seen
by a very large audience and is routable throughout an enterprise. A higher number such as 172 implies
that the network is much more private and that it might not be addressable throughout the larger network.
All networks are assumed to be class C (255.255.255.0) and to be protected from each other by
switch-based VLANs.

Table 5: Server IP addresses

Node 3Node 2Node 1Network Name

10.18.125.1310.18.125.1210.18.125.11Production1

10.18.126.1310.18.126.1210.18.126.11Production2

172.18.130.13172.18.130.12172.18.130.11Management1

172.18.125.13172.18.125.12172.18.125.11CSV1
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Node 3Node 2Node 1Network Name

172.18.126.13172.18.126.12172.18.126.11CSV2

172.19.125.13172.19.125.12172.19.125.11iSCSI1

172.19.126.13172.19.126.12172.19.126.11iSCSI2

3 Set the networks.

The following table illustrates the requirements for each of the networks with regard to DHCP, default
gateways, and DNS registration.

Table 6: DHCP, default gateway, and DNS registration requirements

DNS RegistrationDHCPDefault GatewayNetwork Type

YesNoRequiredProduction

NoNot recommendedNot recommendedManagement

NoNoNoCSV

NoNoNot recommendediSCSI

The following commands are used to set these networks appropriately. As an example, this code snippet
shows the setting that would exist from a single NIC:

Set-NetIPInterface -interfaceAlias Production1 -dhcp disable

New-NetIPAddress -InterfaceAlias Production1 -IPAddress 10.18.125.11
-PrefixLenght 24 -DefaultGateway 10.18.125.1 -PolicyStore PersistentStore

# The example below does not use a default gateway.

New-NetIPAddress -InterfaceAlias CSV1 -IPAddress 172.18.125.11 -PrefixLenght
24 -PolicyStore PersistentStore

4 Repeat this script for each NIC, inserting the appropriate values.
5 Use the following commands to apply the settings to each network:

Get-NetIPConfiguration -InterfaceAlias "Production1" | Set-DNSClient
-RegisterThisConnectionsAddress:$false

# or below as an example of setting a connection to NOT use DNS registration

Get-NetIPConfiguration -InterfaceAlias "CSV1" | Set-DNSClient
-RegisterThisConnectionsAddress:$true

If Hyper-V is used to host an NFS VM, and the virtual network exists, you do not need to set an IP address
or configure any other settings because the process to configure a virtual switch takes care of the virtual
network NIC.

Enable QoS Through DCB (802.1p)
Enabling QoS through DCB is not a requirement, and it is possible only if both the NICs and the switches are
DCB compatible. Enable the following features only if your specific hardware is DCB compatible and you
have enabled the QoS features on your specific DCB switches.
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Collapse Networks with DCB and QoS

You can choose to enable QoS by using switches and NICs that conform to the DCB standard. The following
commands enable the DCB feature in the OS, load the appropriate PowerShell toolkits to control it, and
enable the QoS feature on the NIC.

Install-WindowsFeature Data-Center-Bridging

import-module netqos

import-module dcbqos

import-module netadapter

Enable-NetAdapterQos "CSV-Mgmt"

The DCBX willing bit is described in the DCB specification. If the willing bit on a device is set to true, the
device is willing to accept configurations from the DCB switch through the DCBX protocol. If the willing bit is
set to false, the device rejects all configuration attempts from remote devices and enforces only the local
configurations.

Set-netQoSDCBxSetting -willing $true

To enable DCB, you must enable traffic classes.

Combine Networks

As an example, in the most complex case of deploying an SOFS that also hosts an NFS VM, you can combine
the CSV1, iSCSI1, and live migration networks into one network and the CSV2, iSCSI2, and management
networks into a second network. These new combined networks can be called BackEnd1 and BackEnd2.

Minimum bandwidth, which is enforced by the QoS packet scheduler in Windows, and DCB, which is enforced
by a capable NIC, have the same functionality: to ensure that a workload receives its fair share of bandwidth
when network congestion occurs. However, the QoS minimum bandwidth and DCB features are not designed
to work together.

Set-NetQosTrafficClass –Name SMB -BandwidthPercentage 50 # This is how CSV
communicates

Set-NetQosTrafficClass –Name iSCSI -BandwidthPercentage 50

New-NetQoSTrafficClass -name "Backend" -priority 4 -BandwidthPercentage 30
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Deploying the Standalone Server or the Windows Failover
Cluster

To deploy a Windows Server environment that uses HPE Nimble Storage arrays, you must enable the Windows
Server MPIO feature, configure some basic Windows Server settings, and create networking paths for the
connections between the arrays and the Windows machine (if you are deploying a standalone server) or the
Windows failover cluster. In addition, if you are deploying a cluster, you must enable the Windows Failover
Clustering (WFC) feature.

Before you perform these tasks, download and install the HPE Nimble Storage PowerShell Toolkit. This toolkit
is a set of cmdlets that give administrators the ability to automate a variety of administrative tasks on HPE
Nimble Storage arrays. The HPE Nimble Storage PowerShell Toolkit is available for download on HPE
InfoSight (login required).

Install the HPE Nimble Storage PowerShell Toolkit
To deploy the HPE Nimble Storage PowerShell toolkit, you must first install it on a management machine in
your infrastructure. After that, you must install it again on each server that acts as a file server or as a file
server cluster node.

Procedure

1 Extract the file through one of the following methods:

• To install for the current user only, extract the ZIP file containing the toolkit to the following location:

$env:HOMEDRIVE\users\<user>\Documents\WindowsPowerShell\Modules

• To install for all users, extract the ZIP file containing the toolkit to the following location:

C:\Windows\system32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\Modules

2 Use the following commands to verify the script execution policy and to set it to Unrestricted or Bypass:

Get-ExecutionPolicySet-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted

Get-ExecutionPolicy

Import-Module NimblePowerShellToolkit

3 Establish a connection to an HPE Nimble Storage array or group by authenticating with the HPE Nimble
Storage group leader, using the following command to prompt for credentials:

Connect-NsGroup –Group 10.18.125.32 -credential admin -IgnoreServerCertificate

Note The session established with the Connect-NSGroup command expires after 30 minutes of idle time.

4 Create a new initiator group for the server to host the two worldwide port names (WWPNs) that exist for
each node.
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You need an initiator group for each node that you configure. Repeat the following commands for each
node, substituting each node's information, such as its host name (hostname in this example) and its FC
WWPN.

# If the WWPN names are unknown, use the following command to list them.
Get-InitiatorPort | format-list connectiontype,portaddress

# the outputed format must be formatted to include the colons expected..i.e.
50:00:a4 vs 5000a4
New-NSInitiatorGroup –name hostname –access_protocol “FC” –description
“Initiator Group for hostname”

$MyGroupID = (Get-NSInitiatorGroup –name hostname).id

New-NSInitiator –initiator_group_id $MyGroupID –access_protocol “fc” –alias
“hostname_FC0” –wwpn “51:13:14:15:16:17:18:24”

New-NSInitiator –initiator_group_id $MyGroupID –access_protocol “fc” –alias
“hostname_FC1” –wwpn “51:13:14:15:16:17:18:26”

Enable MPIO on Windows Server
To enable Windows Server to recognize multiple paths on a redundant iSCSI or FC fabric, you must install
the optional Microsoft multipath I/O (MPIO) feature.

Add the MPIO Windows Feature

To enable the MPIO feature in Windows Server Manager, run the following command to install this feature
from the Windows Server CLI:

Enable-WindowsOptionalFeature -Online -FeatureName MultiPathIO

Note To activate MPIO, you must reboot the server after you install the feature.

Install the HPE Nimble Storage Windows Toolkit

The HPE Nimble Storage Windows Toolkit (NWT) includes the HPE Nimble Storage Device Specific Module
(DSM) for MPIO as well as additional features such as the HPE Nimble Storage VSS integration and the HPE
Nimble Storage Setup Manager. HPE highly recommends that you install the NWT. The toolkit also verifies
that all necessary hotfixes and prerequisites, such as Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2, are in place before
the installation. If the installation fails because of missing requirements, visit the Microsoft Download Center
to download and apply these hotfixes.

Detailed instructions for installing the NWT are available in the NWT documentation. Download the NWT
from the HPE Nimble Storage Windows Toolkit (NWT) page on HPE InfoSight.

Install the NWT and click Next or Accept until the installer has completed. Alternatively, to run NWT as an
unattended installation, copy the offline installer to the local node and run the following command:

<installe_file_name> /s /v"/l*v c:\nwt_install.log EULAACCEPTED=Yes /qn"

Configure Initial Windows Server Settings
To name a new server and to join a domain, you must configure the following common settings. These settings
are listed here for your convenience and to assist you in automating the creation of new cluster nodes.
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Set Date and Time, Rename Computer, and Join Domain

You can perform these common activities through PowerShell very quickly by using the following commands:

# The following command lists all valid timezone names

TZUtil.exe /lTZUtil.exe /s “Pacific Standard Time”

Set-date –date “6/2/2016 8:30 AM”

Rename-Computer -NewName <name>

Add-Computer –DomainName <name>

Enable Remote Desktop

Enabling remote desktop connections allows you to quickly access any of the machines in the failover cluster
or the standalone file server.

(Get-WmiObject win32_TerminalServiceSetting –Namespace
root\cimv2\TerminalServices).SetAllowTSConnections(1)

# The next line is not necessary if firewall profiles are disabled

import-module netsecurity

Get-NetFirewallRule | ?{$_.displayname -like "remote desktop*"} |
Set-NetFirewallRule -enabled true

Install and Configure the WFC Feature
This optional procedure is needed only if you are deploying either a WFC SMB share or an SOFS SMB share.

To install and configure the WFC feature, you must use a PowerShell console with elevated privileges; that
is, you must open the console with the Run as Administrator option.

Procedure

1 Install the WFC feature and the management tools by using one of the following methods:

• Run the following commands on each node:

Install-WindowsFeature -Name Failover-Clustering –IncludeManagementTools

Install-windowsfeature RSAT-Clustering -IncludeAllSubFeature

If you do not specify the –IncludeManagementTools switch, the failover cluster administrator and
the PowerShell cmdlets for the cluster will not be installed.

• Alternatively, install the WFC feature on multiple machines remotely.

It is not necessary to add the WFC feature from multiple machines. Because they are all joined to the
same domain, you can install the feature remotely by using the following command on the additional
nodes. In this example, the second node of the cluster is called SOFSNode2.

Install-WindowsFeature -Name Failover-Clustering –IncludeManagementTools
–ComputerName SOFSNode2
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2 Use PowerShell to create the initial failover cluster.

New-Cluster –Name MyClusterNmae -Node FileServer1, FileServer2 -Static Address
10.18.125.111,10.18.126.111

You can run this command from one node because it communicates with the additional nodes of the
cluster. In this example, the names of the servers being added are FileServer1 and FileServer2,
and the name of the cluster being created is MyClusterName.

You need an additional IP address to function as the cluster shared IP address, which is available to the
client access networks. In the example, the additional client access network IP addresses are 10.18.125.111
and 10.18.126.111. These new static addresses are used for the entire cluster and are not specific to
SMB usage.

3 Set a distributed SOFS network name to enable the SOFS feature.

Add-ClusterScaleOutFileServerRole -Name DistributedNetworkName -Cluster
ClusterName

To run this command, you must have both the distributed network name and the cluster name.

Create FC Switch Zoning
After the MPIO feature is installed, you can institute redundant paths to the Windows machine. Doing so
requires CLI access to your FC switch infrastructure.

Procedure

1 Gather the WWPNs of all Windows HBAs and of the target ports on the HPE Nimble Storage array.

To find the WWPN of each server HBA, use the vendor-supplied HBA utilities or the following PowerShell
command:

(Get-InitiatorPort | where {$_connectiontype -like "Fibre
Channel"}).portaddress

2 Record the WWPN for each initiator port on the Windows host.

Note You must insert colons after every two hexadecimal characters because the returned data does not
include these colons. For example, 2000000025b50000002a should become 20:00:00:00:25:B5:00:00:2A.

After you have gathered the WWPNs, you should have a table that looks like the following one.

Table 7: WWPN mapping

Fabric BFabric ADevice

201/fabric B200/fabric AVSAN/zone set name

wwpn {12:13:14:15:16:17:18:25}

wwpn {12:13:14:15:16:17:18:26}

wwpn {12:13:14:15:16:17:18:21}

wwpn {12:13:14:15:16:17:18:22}

HPE Nimble Storage controller A

wwpn {12:13:14:15:16:17:18:27}

wwpn {12:13:14:15:16:17:18:28}

wwpn {12:13:14:15:16:17:18:23}

wwpn {12:13:14:15:16:17:18:24}

HPE Nimble Storage controller B

wwpn {21:11:12:13:14:15:16:71}wwpn {21:11:12:13:14:15:16:17}Node 1

wwpn {21:11:12:13:14:15:16:81}wwpn {21:11:12:13:14:15:16:18}Node 2 (if WFC or SOFS)
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Fabric BFabric ADevice

wwpn {21:11:12:13:14:15:16:91}wwpn {21:11:12:13:14:15:16:19}Node 3 (if SOFS)

3 Zone the fabric:

a Open an SSH session to fabric A and fabric B.
b To ensure that the zoning is correct, run the following commands.

This example shows the commands that are needed to zone fabric A on a sample Cisco switch;
however, your commands might differ depending on the switch model you deploy. You must run the
same commands against fabric B, changing the VSAN from 200 to 201 and also changing all of the
WWPNs to match the ones that you recorded for fabric B.

FabricA > Config T
FabricA > FCAlias name NimbleCtrlA vsan 200
FabricA > Member PWWN 12:13:14:15:16:17:18:19
FabricA > Member PWWN 12:13:14:15:16:17:18:20
FabricA > exit
FabricA > FCAlias name NimbleCtrlB vsan 200
FabricA > Member PWWN 12:13:14:15:16:17:18:29
FabricA > Member PWWN 12:13:14:15:16:17:18:30
FabricA > exit
FabricA > FCAlias name Node1 vsan 200
FabricA > Member PWWN 51:13:14:15:16:17:18:11
FabricA > exit
FabricA > FCAlias name Node2 vsan 200
FabricA > Member PWWN 51:13:14:15:16:17:18:43
FabricA > exit
FabricA > FCAlias name Node3 vsan 200
FabricA > Member PWWN 51:13:14:15:16:17:18:24
FabricA > exit
FabricA > zone name z_Node1 vsan 200
FabricA > Member FCAlias Node1
FabricA > Member FCAlias NimbleCtrlA
FabricA > Member FCAlias NimbleCtrlB
FabricA > exit
FabricA > zone name z_Node2 vsan 200
FabricA > Member FCAlias Node2
FabricA > Member FCAlias NimbleCtrlA
FabricA > Member FCAlias NimbleCtrlB
FabricA > exit
FabricA > zone name z_SOFSNode3 vsan 200
FabricA > Member FCAlias Node3
FabricA > Member FCAlias NimbleCtrlA
FabricA > Member FCAlias NimbleCtrlB
FabricA > exit
FabricA > ZoneSet name FabricA vsan 200
FabricA > Member z_Node1
FabricA > Member z_Node3
FabricA > Member z_Node2
FabricA > ZoneSet Activate Name FabricA vsan 200
FabricA > Copy Running-config Startup-config

Create Initiator Groups on the HPE Nimble Storage Array
The method for creating initiator groups depends on whether you have FC or iSCSI connections to the server.
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Create the FC Initiator Group for Each Server

If you are using FC, you must create an initiator group to host the two WWPNs that exist for each node. You
will need an initiator group for each node in the cluster. Use the commands shown in the following example,
substituting each node's information, such as its host name (NameX in the example) and its FC WWPN.
Repeat these commands for each server in the cluster.

Note If you have the WWPNs recorded, you can run the commands from any node.

# The following commands are used if creating an FC connection
New-NSInitiatorGroup –name “NameX” –access_protocol “FC” –description “Initiator
Group for NAMEX”

$MyGroupID = (Get-NSInitiatorGroup –name “NameX”).id

New-NSInitiator –initiator_group_id $MyGroupID –access_protocol “FC” –alias
“NameX_FC0” –wwpn “51:13:14:15:16:17:18:24”

New-NSInitiator –initiator_group_id $MyGroupID –access_protocol “FC” –alias
“NameX_FC1” –wwpn “51:13:14:15:16:17:18:26”

Create the iSCSI Initiator Group for Each Server

If you are using iSCSI, you must know your iSCSI qualified name (IQN) to complete the initiator group settings.
To gather the IQN, run the following command:

Get-InitiatorPort | where {$_.connectiontype -like "iSCSI"} | format-list
nodeaddress

You can automatically insert the IQN from this command into the creation process of the HPE Nimble Storage
initiator groups. Run the command set on each server in the cluster.

# The following commands are used if creating an iSCSI connection
$MyIQN=(Get-InitiatorPort | where {$_.ConnectionType -like "iSCSI"})

$MyHost=hostname

New-NSInitiatorGroup –name $MyHost –access_protocol “iSCSI” –description
“Initiator Group for $MyHost”

$MyGroupID = (Get-NSInitiatorGroup –name $MyHost).id

New-NSInitiator –initiator_group_id $MyGroupID –access_protocol “ISCSI” –alias
$MyHost –iqn $MyIQN

Create the Initial LUN for the Cluster Quorum Drive
HPE recommends that you create a quorum drive when you implement an SOFS cluster if you expect the
cluster to grow.

Procedure

1 Create the first LUN.

The following commands create the volume. You need to run this set of commands on only a single node
of the cluster because the SOFS cluster requires only a single quorum drive.

$ProtPlanID=(Get-NSProtectionTemplate –name “Retain-30Daily”).id
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$PerfPlanID=(Get-NSPerformancePlan –name “Windows File Server”).id

New-NSVolumeCollection –name “ClusterNameVols” –ProtTmpl_ID $ProtPlanID
–description "Cluster Quorum Volumes”

New-NSVolume –name “ClusternameQuorum” –size 2048MB –description “Cluster
Quorum” –PerfPolicy_ID $PerfPlanID

2 Map the hosts to the newly created disk.

You can map the access to the disks from one host. Repeat the commands in the following example for
each node, substituting the node name for NameX.

$MyGroupID = (Get-NSInitiatorGroup –name “NameX”).id

$VolID=(Get-NSVolume –name “ClusternameQuorum").id

New-NSAccessControlRecord –VolID $VolID –Initiator_Group_ID $MyGroupID –lun
0

3 Bring the quorum disk online.

The quorum disk must be brought online from one of the nodes of the cluster. The commands in this step
accomplish these required tasks:

• Discover the serial number of the quorum disk from the HPE Nimble Storage array.
• Rescan Windows to look for newly arrived disks and give a positive response when the correct disk

appears.
• Initialize the newly arrived disk and set it as both Online and GPT types of formatting.
• Install a single partition that uses the entire disk and format that partition by using NTFS.
• Bring the newly arrived disk into the cluster.

It is necessary to perform this step on only one node in the cluster.

$MySerial=Get-NSVolume –name “ClusterQuorum”

“Rescan” | diskpart | Get-Disk | Where {$_.SerialNumber -like $MySerial}

# Ensure that the command above returns your disk information before
continuing.

$DNum=(Get-Disk | Where {$_.SerialNumber -like “$MySerial}).number

Get-Disk $DNum | Initialize-Disk -PartitionStyle GPT

Get-Disk $DNum | Where-Object IsOffline –Eq $True | Set-Disk –IsOffline $False

Get-Disk $DNum | Where-Object PartitionStyle –Eq "RAW" | New-Partition
-UseMaximumSpace | Format-Volume

Get-Disk $DNum | Get-ClusterAvailableDisk | Add-ClusterDisk

(Get-ClusterResource “Cluster Disk4”).name=”ClusterQuorum”

Validate the Cluster
After you have installed and configured the failover cluster, you need to validate it. The cluster validation
wizard verifies that all nodes have access to the shared storage. It also tests communication between the
nodes on all of the shared networks.
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Use the following command to run the validation test:

Test-Cluster

The test results are displayed on a saved web page, as shown in the following example. Each time you make
a significant change to the cluster, you should rerun this test to generate a new validated test report. Each
report is saved as an offline web page.

Figure 3: Cluster validation test results
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